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AGENDA
• G. De Franceschi – Welcome, 5 min

• A. Meloni - SCAR “Science, Structure and Organization”, 10 min

• G. De Franceschi – GRAPE “Report on the current status and future activities within SCAR Antarctic and Southern Ocean 
Science Horizon Scan (Priorities for Antarctic Sciences)”, 10 min

• L. Alfonsi P. Cilliers E Correia – An international pilot project: DemoGRAPE (It, SA, BR), 10 min

• Burrell - SuperDARN and possible interaction with SCAR/GRAPE community, 10 min

• Meloni –SuperDARN at Concordia (Antarctica), 10 min

• P. Prikryl, D. Themens - The CHAIN infrastructure and related activities in CANADA, 10 min

• N. Bergeot - GNSS in East Antarctica around the Princess Elisabeth Belgian base, 10 min

• AOB



Info and next steps

• SCAR OSC 2016

• 1st Antarctic & Southern Ocean Science Horizon Scan- Open questions

• GRAPE ambition toward SRP 
• (first run deadline September 2015; last run deadline December  2015; SRP full 

proposal April 2016) 



http://scar2016.com/open-science-conference-sessions/.

• GRAPE session is scheduled at SCAR OSC 2016 













• Do traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) and traveling atmospheric disturbances
(TADs) exhibit similar or asymmetric behaviors during geomagnetic storms?

• Do we understand the morphology of ionospheric scintillation in Antarctic that
operationally degrade High Frequency communication and the use of GPS navigation?

• Concerning interhemispheric differences in Earth's magnetic field geometry and the 
plasma processes that are guided by this field, what aspects of the solar wind control the 
topology? What processes within the magnetosphere (i.e., mass loading) are important in 
determining its response?

• Does Space Weather have a significant effect on Antarctic Climate?

• What are actual interactions between neutral atmosphere and plasma in the upper
atmosphere, especially during a magnetic storm? How do these affect the middle and lower
atmosphere?

1st Antarctic & Southern Ocean Science Horizon Scan
- Near Earth Space and Beyond- Main Open questions of interest to GRAPE



GRAPE-Financial support requested
(SSG PS and GS)

Year Meeting Organization ($) Publications ($) Web ($) Participation to conferences ($)

2015 3000 (SSG GS) 1500* (SSG PS)

2016 1000 (SSG GS) 3000 (SSG PS)

2017 3000 1500*

2018 3000

Total 16000$

*(Updating/maintenance)



The list of open questions included in THEME 6 follows,  available on SCAR web 





What is the explanation of the asymmetries in energy propagation from the magnetosphere to the two polar ionospheric regions ?

How can magnetic field observations from the coast of Antarctica be use to augment the northern Geomagnetic Auroral Electrojet (AE) 
indices at the time when the North Atlantic is near midnight?

How often are substorms observed in only one hemisphere and what causes this to happen?

What is the energy spectrum of solar particle events?

Do we understand the morphology of ionospheric scintillation in Antarctic that operationally degrade High Frequency communication and 
the use of GPS navigation?

Do we understand the dynamics of small-scale irregularities leading to degradation of positioning by GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite 
Systems) at high latitudes?

Would it be feasible to deploy a large array of radio telescopes in Antarctica for space research?

Does Space Weather have a significant effect on Antarctic Climate?

Are we able to organize and optimize the existing experimental facilities and expertise in the field of ground-based ionospheric
monitoring networks in Antarctica?

How do the aurora and polar ionosphere respond differently between both hemispheres to the transient and long-term variation of the 
solar wind and magnetospheric condition?

Is the electromagnetic coupling to space equal in the two polar caps?

1st Antarctic & Southern Ocean Science Horizon Scan- Near Earth Space and Beyond- LIST of Open Questions 



What are the mechanisms behind the interactions between cosmic and solar radiation, the  Earth's magnetic field and ozone layer depletion?

Do traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) and traveling atmospheric disturbances (TADs) exhibit similar or asymmetric behaviors during
geomagnetic storms?

What are the inter-hemispheric differences in the polar cap ionosphere thermosphere dynamics?

In what way do Earth's radiation belts depend on solar activity, and the solar wind in particular?

What effect does aurora have on the upper atmosphere and ionosphere? What can aurora tell us about large-scale processes in Sun-Earth 
coupling and their evolution?

With regard to magnetic storms, how do energetic particles drive extreme effects in the relatively accessible regions of the polar cap?

How will the polar space-atmosphere-interaction region (SAIR) change due to global climate change and what is the impact of those changes on 
the lower atmosphere?

Concerning interhemispheric differences in Earth's magnetic field geometry and the plasma processes that are guided by this field, what aspects 
of the solar wind control the topology? What processes within the magnetosphere (i.e., mass loading) are important in determining its 
response?

Can the asymmetry in ULF wave power in ionospheric content between the two hemispheres be explained?

What are actual interactions between neutral atmosphere and plasma in the upper atmosphere, especially during a magnetic storm? How do 
these affect the middle and lower atmosphere?

Can we explain the asymmetric nature of substorms, both in onset time and strength, and local time?

1st Antarctic & Southern Ocean Science Horizon Scan- Near Earth Space and Beyond- LIST of Open Questions 


